for it cannot be said that the isolation of the Orfordness bank, Hurst bank, and many others that might be named, is due to the cause advocated by the authors of the paper. Scrope evidently did not intend writing in a style that would bear being minutely criticized, or he was not sufficiently particular in quoting from my work and representing my present views. As it stands, a reader of Mr. Scrope's article would receive impressions very different from those which a perusal of my chapter on Raised Beaches and Inland Terraces would leave on his mind. Such being the case, I am sure Mr. Scrope will pardon me if I make a few remarks in self-vindication.
1. The sentence quoted by Mr. Scrope in connection with Brent Knoll,is applied in my work to "terraces of erosion" (not " marine terraces of erosion ") near Glastonbury.
2. "While expressing an opinion that the Twyford terraces have been formed by oceanic currents or waves, I have added, "unless indeed we have recourse to the idea of a ponderous body of land ice moving down the valley, and scooping out large grooves in the sides of the chalk hills."
3. Instead of admitting that some of the terraces may have been formed by man, I have used' the words " many " and " were." I have, however, opposed the idea of all or even the greater part of the terraces being artificial. Mr. Scrope has not quoted my principal objections to this idea, some of which run as follows:-4. Instead of having examined no terraces, no not one, and found rounded pebbles, eta, I have examined the composition of many, and in the chapter of my work under notice I have stated that the Stockbridge terraces are covered with a reddish loam, mixed with whole or fractured flints, and a considerable proportion of extra-rounded flint pebbles. Yet I have not asserted the marine origin of these terraces, though I believe (with-the author of Frost and Fire) that they are " sea-work." I have likewise stated that one of the Llangollen terraces, as revealed by a road-cutting, consists of " a terrace of erosion covered by rounded stones, imbedded in clay and earth." I may add that the Llangollen terraces are more or less covered with an extension of the marine drift of North Wales. I would not have mentioned the apparent refuse of decayed shells in this drift, were it not that Mr. Darwin long ago believed that a similar substance found in drift near Shrewsbury indicated the former presence of sea-shells.
5. Mr. Scrope is evidently not serious when he asserts that one of the Llangollen terraces is close to the railway station, and presumes that I examined it while the train was stopping. The terrace in question is between a mile and a half and two miles from the nearest station, namely, Llantysilio; and I may be allowed to state that I am not in the habit of paying hasty or railway visits to geological phenomena.
6. The discovery of sea-shells in terraces is not an 'indispensable proof of their marine origin, as undoubted marine drift, in which no sea-shells have yet been met with, may be found extending over whole counties.
In conclusion, I would state that in the GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE, nearly four years ago, I inadvertently used the word "raised beaches" instead of raised coast-lines, tidal terraces, or current marks. In my recent work I have not applied the term "raised beaches" to the terraces of the chalk-downs, but have written about them in a very cautious manner, merely expressing opinions, and leaving the question of their origin in a great measure undecided. Neither have I, in the above work,, exclusively advocated " marine denudation," but endeavoured to do justice to all parties. The power of fresh-water streams, frost, and ice, I have fully acknowledged (see for instance Becent Atmospheric -Action in Snowdonia), though I have regardedthem more as destroyers than originators of the more typical features of the earth's surface.
S T O T I C E S O P y C E 2^O I B S .
SIB,-The kindness of Dr. Carl Jelinek. the Editor of the Austrian Meteorological Society's Journal, has enabled me to place at your service the accompanying woodcuts, in illustration of the subjoined translation, which you may, perhaps, think of sufficient interest to find a place in the GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE. 
